MSHA declined prosecution of Casebolt's complaint on
the ground no violation of section 105 (c) (1) occurred and
on December 1, 1982, Casebolt filed a pro se complaint with
the Commission under section 105 (c) (3) .  After responding
to the pretrial order, Casebolt employed his present counsel.
The Second Rif
In the meantime, on October 15, 1982, a second company-
wide reduction in force necessitated by the loss of addi-
tional TVA contracts resulted in the elimination of one
Tech I and two Tech II jobs in Field Survey Crew #3.  See
Exhibit 2 attached.  Archie Combs who was a Tech I in Field
Crew #3 bumped Jim Hutchinson, who had earlier bumped
Casebolt, from the water sampling job and Hutchinson became
a rock truck driver on the night shift with Casebolt.  Ben
Johnson, who earlier had been bumped from the Tech I job
by Archie Combs into a Tech II job bumped Eugene Turner from
a Tech II job on Field Crew #2.  Turner tried, unsuccessfully,
to bump into the Tech II job held by Charles Booth in the
mapping/drafting division and then successfully bumped into
a job as a rock truck driver with Casebolt on the night
shift.  Finally, with the elimination of Field Crew #3
Mike Sheffel, whom Casebolt had been unsuccessful in bumping
back in July, had to bump into a position as a rock truck
driver on the night shift with Casebolt.
Thus, by November 15, 1982, when these realignments had
taken place all the Tech I and II jobs in the surveying division
were held by men senior in service to Casebolt and two men
with greater seniority and experience as either Tech I or
II *s (Turner and Hutchinson) were driving rock trucks on the
night shift with Casebolt.  Further, Mike Sheffel who held
the job Casebolt tried to bump into was also driving a rock
truck on the night shift.  For these reasons, the operator
contends that even if Casebolt was disqualified as the
result of some unlawful discrimination in July 1982 he would
still have ended up driving a rock truck on the night shift
with his junior Mike Sheffel and his seniors Hutchinson and
Turner in October 1982. 17/ I find the material facts not
in dispute show (1) that Casebolt was technically unqualified
for a Tech II job and (2) that as the result of a bona fide
economic retrenchment there is no Tech II job to which
Casebolt can be instated without violating the competitive
seniority rights of other miners under the collective bargaining
agreement.
H7 In April 1983, the Tech II water sampling job was
abolished and its responsibilities transferred to the
Reclamation Department.  I assume, therefore, that Archie
Combs may also be driving a rock truck.
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